Agenda for Today

1. Department Events
2. Q&A
3. Reminders
4. Lab Time
Department Events

**CS Table:** Topic to be determined

*noon on Tuesday, November 15th*

**CS Extra:** Compression vs. Enrichment of Spatio-Temporal Data

Goce Trajcevski, Iowa State University (ECE)
Snacks in the CS Commons at 4pm, talk in Noyce 3821 at 4:15pm
Q&A
Concurrency Bugs Assignment Q&A
Reminders
Reminders

Assignments
Concurrency Bugs Assignment is due on Wednesday, November 16th

Lab
P2P Chat Lab is due in three weeks, on Friday, December 2nd

Reading
Read *Hints for Computer System Design* by Butler Lampson

Upcoming Work
We begin the project phase of the course next week.
There are some upcoming special topic days. Let me know if you're interested in focusing on something specific.